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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The practice of Native medicine for the treatment of diseases existed 
among the native people of every country throughout the world. In the 
same way the siddha system of medicine of Dravidian origin still exists in 
Tamilnadu and contributes its part in curing the diseases excellently. 
 The knowledge about herbals exists among the natives and tribals. 
The herbal treatment among villagers was so familiar till the British 
government established its rule. In the name of civilization. People 
forgotten the richness of the herbal treatment. But at present the 
awareness about the herbal treatment are felt by the people throughout the 
world. In such circumstances it is our duty to spread the richness of herbal 
treatment belonging to Tamil medicine. 
 The speciality of preparation and application of herbal treatment 
mentioned in the siddha system is very simple with less expenditure. 
 It is proposed to have a study on the simple preparation of siddha 
system of herbals for skin diseases on scientific concept. 
 Hence the author has selected the seed “ Vaividangam” for the 
treatment of padarthamarai. ( Dermotophytosis). 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVE 
 
 A developing country like India with high population is prone to 
contagious diseases. The poor people living in unhygienic places are 
suffering from skin diseases. Padarthamarai ( Dermotophytosis) is one 
such disease. A drug with effective curing and less expenditure is 
necessary. This principle forced the author to find out such medicine. 
Hence I took the seed “Vaividangam” for the study which is easily available 
and identity can be found without any difficult. It is easy for the treatment 
also. The seed was selected based on the reference in the siddha 
literature.  Patharthaguna vilakam. Page No: 640 
  
The author has selected this as his dissertation study and it is done in 
the following aspects.  
1. Botanical Aspects 
2. Gunapadam Aspects 
3. Bio.chemical Analysis 
4. Microbiological study 
5. Clinical assessment   
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BOTANICAL ASPECT 
 
Tamil Name  :  tha;tplq;fk; 
Botanical Name :  Embelia ribes. 
Taxanomy classification: 
 Kingdom  –  Plant kingdom 
 Division  –  Angiosperms 
 Class  –  Dicotyledons 
 Subclass  –  Gamopetalae 
 Series  –  Heteromerae 
 Order  –  Primulales 
 Family  –  Myrsinaceae 
 Genus  –  Embelia 
 Species  –  Ribes 
        Bentham and Hooker   
Habitat: 
These climbers are found in the hilly parts of India, from the central 
and lower Himalayas down to Ceylon and Singapore. 
Distribution: 
 Throughout India, in areas upto 1,500 meter elevation in hilly region. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
 A large scandent shrub with long slender, flexible branches and bark 
has many lanticles.  
Leaves: 
Simple, alternate - 
elliptic – Lanceolate, short and obtusely acuminate, entire, coriaceous 
glabrous on both sides. Shiny above silvery beneath gland blotted 
glandular pits near the midrib beneath. 
Flowers: 
 White (or) greenish white in terminal and axillary, Lax panicled 
racemose. 
Fruits: 
  The berries angular, globular and in large bunches. Fresh 
ones, of a reddish dark colour, and of the size of pepper corn and contain a 
whitish and fleshy pulb. At the base is a fine toothed calyx, with a small 
adherent stalk. Where the calyx is absent a hole is apparent. At the apex is 
a short beak from which five prominent ridges run downwards and 
converge towards the base. Between the ridges are severe longitudinal 
ribs (or) nerves. The pericarp is brittle. 
Seeds: 
 The seeds are embedded in the pulp. The seeds are hard, oily of a 
pale brown colour and covered with a thin membranous reddish testa. 
Taste is aromatic.  
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Part used: 
 Roots, leaves, Fruits & Seeds are used 
 - ( Materia Medica of India and their therapeutis) 
     By 
Rustomjee Nasarwanjee Khory  
Nanabhai Nawrosji Katrak. 
  Reprinted 1999 
Vernacular Names: 
 Sanskrit  -  Vidanga, Vrishnasma 
    Chitra – thandula, 
 Hindi   - Wawrung, vivanga, 
Beng   -  Biranga, Bhai- birrung 
Panjab - Babrang 
Malayalam - Vilal 
Tel   -  Vellal, Vaividangu 
Can   - Vayabaliga 
Nepal  - Himalcheri 
Sinb    -  Umbalia 
Arab   -  Birangi – i – kabuli 
Tamil  - Kattukodi, Vayuvilanga 
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COLLECTION AND STORAGE 
 The berry sho0uld be freshly dried and be of red colour. It 
darkens afterwards. 
Varieties: 
1. Black vidang 
2. Red vidang (Pharmacognosy, Shah & J.S. Qadry) 
Red vidang: 
 In the commercial drug of vidang sometimes upto 50 percent red 
vidang is admixed. Red vidang consists of dried ripe fruits of Embelia 
robusta family is myrsinaceae. These fruits are found in melbar coast in 
India ,  Ceylon and Sylhet.  
 These fruits are large 4.5mm in diameter, reddish and longitudinally 
wrinkled. Calyx is more prominent with 5 sepals.  
- Pharmacognosy, By 
 J.S. Qadry & Shah 
       2004-2005 
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PHYTOCHEMISTRY 
 Active constituent is 2 percent embelin present in the seeds. It is a 
hydroquinone derivative. Vilangin a dimer of embelin is also present. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Embelin test: 
 Ethreal Extract of embelia fruits is shaken with sodium hydroxide 
solution and aqueous layer is separated. Aqueous layer becomes deep 
violet. 
Localisation test: 
 It one drop of 10 percent sodium hydroxide solution is dropped in the 
transverse section of the fruit , deep  violet colour is produced in the groove 
of seed. Coat and in the endosperm of seed and on keeping for sometimes 
needle- shaped crystals of sodium salt of embelin are seen. 
- Shah and Qadry’s 
      Pharmacognosy 
      B.S. Shah Prakashan 2004-2005 
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2, The seeds contains embelic acid, a volatile and fixed oil, colouring and 
matter, tannin ,a resinoid body and on alkaloid  called christembine 
crystalline compounds of embelic acid with soda, potash, and ammonium 
are obtained. K.S Nargund and D.D.Kange, Ahmedabad have prepared 
and analysed the following new deviations from Embelic Acid. 
a) a mono Semicarbazone – m.p 2050 - 2060 
b) a clegecomi carbazone – m.p 2550 - 2560 
c) a dihydrazone – m.p 1780 - 1800 
d) a monoacetyl deviative – M.P 570 - 580 
e) an oxime – m.p -1780 
  A colourless crystalline constituents vidangin from the berries has 
m.p 1150 - 1160 on the oxidation it gives orange flakes m.p.1420C. 
It gives a dark coloured aliphatic oil, and an orange coloured yellow 
crystalline substances Embelin, formula C18H28 O4.  Emeblin contain two 
hydroxyl groups and two ketonic groups and two methylene groups. These 
groups are called of keto-enoltensomenism. Embelin on Crystallization 
yields long yellow needles m.p 1420. Presence of two keto groups is proved 
in the molecule. 
Embelin oxidized by nitric acid of various dilutions have been 
definitely isolated and identified from among the oxidation product normal 
lauric acid, oxalic acid, lauronitrate and lauronmide. In the light of these 
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findings the results of kaul, Roy and Dult, who report the isolation of 
isolauric acid in the oxidation of Embelin, have been doubted, and those of 
Hefter and Feversteins confirmed. 
Indian Meteria medica Page.No.287 
BY Dr. K.M. Nadkarni 
First Edition - 1904 
Seeds contains Embelic Acid, Volatile oil and Fixed oil, colouring 
matter, tannin, resinoid body and an alkaloid called christembine. 
Embelic Acid: 
 Small orange red crystals, insoluable in water and soluable in 
alcohol. 
     -Matexia medica of Indica and their therapaetuics  
                   By 
       Rustomjee Nasarwanjee Khory  
          &  
         Nanabhai Nawrosji Katrak 
             Reprinted in 1999 
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The drug contains embelin 2.5-3.1, Quercitol 1:0, and fatty 
ingredients, 5.2% an alkaloids, christembine, a resinoid, tannins and 
minute quantities of a volatile oil are present.              
- Wealth of India III part , Page.No: 167 
                                         Publication & Information Directorate council of  
                                           scientific and industrial research. New Delhi. 
   August 28, 1985 
Fruits: contain embelin, Quercitol, alkaloids, Christembine, tannin and 
minute quality of volatile and contain vilangin 
- Medicinal plants of India  
        By 
      S.N. Yoganarasimhan, Page.No: 211 
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PHARMACOLOGICAL ACTION 
 The Roots: are acrid, astringent, thermogenic and stomachic, and 
are useful in vitiated conditions of vata, odontalgia, colic, flatulence and 
dyspepsia. 
 The leaves: are astringent, thermogenic, demulcent, and are useful 
in pruritis, skin disease and leprosy. 
 The fruits: are acrid, astringent, bitter, thermogenic, anthelmintic, 
brain tonic , digestive, carminative stomachic, diuretic, contraceptive, 
rejuvenating , alterant, stimulant, laxative ,anodyne, febrifuge and tonic, 
and are useful in vitiated conditions of kapha and vata ,helminthiasis, skin 
diseases, leprosy, pruritis, nervous debility dementia, dyspepsia, 
flatulence , colic, constipation tumours  , asthma, bronchitis, dental caries, 
odentalgia, hemicrania, dyspnoea, cardiopathy, psychopathy. RINGWORM 
INFESTATION, fever, emaciation and general debility.  
INDIAN MEDICINAL PLANTS 
Page-no: 1477 
Volume II 
By K.R. Kirtikar F.L.S, I.M.S., 
First Edition - 1918 
The seeds are anthelmintic, alterative and tonic and recommend 
their use along with liquorice root for the purpose of strengthening the body 
and preventing the effects of age. Later writers regard Baberang as 
carminative, stomachic, and anthelmintic and useful in intestinal worms, 
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dyspepsia and skin diseases. The berries enter into composition of several 
applications for RINGWORM and other skin diseases. It is also a very 
valuable anthelmintic against tapeworm. 
- Pharmacopoeia Indica,  
Page.No: 84 
Effect of ethenolic extract of embelia ribes on dyslipidemia in diabetic 
rats: 
Diabetes mellitus has been treated orally with herbal remedies based 
on folk medicine since ancient times. 
Embelia ribes known commonly as vidanga, was used in Ayurveda 
for its anthelmintic activity. 
A single study reported the antihyperglycemic activity of decoction of 
embelia ribes in glucose induced hyperglycemic albino rats.  
      - Department of Pharmacology, 
        Faculty of Pharmacy, 
        Hamdard University. 
        New Delhi 
 The Pulp is purgative, the fresh juice cooling diuretic and laxative. 
The fruit is carminative, anthelmintic, alterative and stimulant. 
          - Materia medica of India and their therapeutics  
                                   By 
                 Rustomjee Nasarwanjee Khory  & 
              Nanabhai Nawrosji Katrak 
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The drug has no effect on hookworm and tapeworm but effective in 
the treatment of ascariasis.  
Aqueous extracts of fruit show anti-bacterial activity against 
staphylococcus aureus and E.coli. 
            Glossary of Indian Medicinal plants by  
R. N. CHOPRA 
               S.L. NAYAR 
                         I.C. CHOPRA 
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THERAPEUTIC USES 
USES: 
 Alternative, anthelmintic, astringent carminative and tonnic. Used in 
colic, constipation, flatulence and worms. Traditional medicine employs the 
drug for its anti-fertility activity. 
- Medicinal plants, Volume I,  
Page No :112 
Siddha Vaivilangam: 
 Fruit, Seed – Aneamia, abdominal disorders. Obesity ,diseases of 
vatam, Snake bite and rat bite poisonings, worm infestation , digestive 
disorders, skin diseases. 
Ayurveda vidanga: 
 Fruit – Worm infestation, distaste, anaemia, oedema, fever, 
anorexia, urinary calculi, polyuria, rigidity in lower limbs, fistula ,pain , 
vomiting. 
       Medical Plants of India 
          By 
S.N. Yoganarasimhan, Page.No: 211 
Bark and leaves acid and astringent taken for boils and skin 
diseases.                            - CEYLON MEDICAL PLANTS 
         By  
           H.F. MACMILLAN 
       3rd edition – page.no:378 
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 For the treatment of worm 1 gm fruits of vaividanga are ground and 
made into fine powder. This is given twice daily with water for a month in 
cases of any type of intestinal worm. i.e.Hookworms, Threadworms etc. 
The  claim is well familiar amongst the local people. 
       Medicinal plants and Folkhores 
         By 
                               V.N. Singh,  
                   Page.No-121, 
       Published on 1989 
 
The fruits is given in dyspepsia and flatulence as an alterative in skin 
diseases and rheumatism. When taken for a longtime it is found to turn the 
urine acid and red. As an vermicide embelic acid or the ammonii emballos is 
used in tape worms. The worms are killed and to remove the deadmass. 
Castor oil is given the next morning.  
A paste of it is used locally RINGWORM and other skin diseases 
   
- Materia Medica of India and their therapeutics 
     By 
           Rustomjee Nasarwanjee Khory &  
                     Nanabhai Nawrosji Katrak. 
                          Reprinted 1999 
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Used by the East Indian natives in dyspepsia and rheumatic 
effections, but its reputation is due to its action of expelling tapeworms. The 
fruits ( Commonly known as seeds) in powder are given in doses of 1-3 
teaspoonfuls with milk up on an empty stomach and followed by a 
purgative.  
- Potter’s new cyclopaedia of 
Botanical drugs and preparations. 
       By R.C. Wren 
  
About 4 gm seeds of solanum indicum are ground with 12gm of E. 
ribes in cold water to make  a paste and is applied twice daily in morning 
and evening externally on the forehead effected with pain. 
       Medicinal plants and Folkhores 
         By 
                                V.N. Singh,  
             Page.No-121, 
     Published on 1989 
It is reported to be effective against tapeworm but not against 
roundworm or hook worm. The dried fruits of E. ribes are used in decoction 
for fevers and for diseases of the chest and skin. They are also used as an 
ingredient of applications for RINGWORM and other skin diseases. 
 An infusion of the roots is given for coughs and diarrhoea. 
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 Aqueous extracts of the fruit show anti-bacterial activity against 
staphylococcus aureus and E.coli. Dried fruits are commonly employed as 
adulterant of black pepper. 
-The Wealth of India III part ,  
       Page.No: 167   
Embelia ribes etc, is intestinal worms, tape worms, gastric disorders 
piles and locally toothache, headache, indolent ulcers, and other skin 
diseases and in lung inflammation. 
                     -  Indian Meteria Medica  
              By  
                    Dr.K.M. NADKARNI,  
  First edition - 1908 
                        Page.No.287 
 
A paste of the seeds locally used in Ringworm and other skin 
diseases. 
       - Medical Plants of India, 
           Page.No: 211 
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Decoction of dried fruits used for fevers and diseases of chest and  
skin disease 
      - Glossary of Indian medicinal plants 
         By 
                                     R.N. Chopra,  
                       S.L. Nayar,  
             I.C. Chopra 
Root infusion is given for coughs and diarrhoea. Decoction of dried 
fruits is used for fevers and diseases of chest and skin. Dried fruits is 
anthelmintic, astringent, tonic used in scorpion sting and snakebite, leaves 
are useful in pruritis, skin diseases and leprosy.  
Medicinal plants in India 
             Volume I 
         Page.No.: 233 
¾ Abdominal disorders 
¾ Constipation 
¾ Fungus  
¾ Gas 
¾ Indigestion 
¾ Headache 
¾ Heart disease 
¾ Haemorrhoids 
¾ Tooth ache 
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Decoction of the roots given in insanity and heart diseases. 
Powdered seeds are used to expel tapeworms 
It is used mainly in helminthiasis, and ANTIFUNGAL AGENT, in 
RINGWORM, and in other chronic dermatoses. It is also given, boiled  milk 
to infants as a digestive and against recurrent upper respiratory infections. 
Used as a decoction, powder, paste, confections, cigarettes. 
www.wikipedia.org  
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GUNAPADAM ASPECT 
ngah;: tha;tplq;fk; 
NtW ngah;: 
  thAtpsq;fk;,  
Nfusk; , 
  tha;tpyq;fk; ,   
th;did 
“tha;tpsq;fk; Ngh;jidNa kUtpf; NfS 
kUtpaNjhh; ntz;nzhr;rpy; tpiuAkhUe; 
jha; tpsq;fQ; re;J Te;jp rkhFe; 
jathd jP\zj;jz NyhTkhFq; 
Nfhap tpsq; fpW kpfNdh fpWahzp 
Nfhbahd kpWf thfdpAkhNk 
kha; tpsq;f khe;jpaj;ij kWf;Ffpd;Nwd; 
td;ikahk; tha;tpsq;fg; NgUkhNk” 
Nghfh; epfz;L 1700 
gf;fk; vz; - 288 
gjpg;GMrphpah; - S.P.uhkr;re;jpud; 
       Kjy; gjpg;G - Nk 1992 
,jd; nghUs;: 
 ntz; nehr;rpy; tpiu 
 re;Jte;jpYk; 
 jP\zj; jzNyhtk; 
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fpWkpfNdh 
 fpWahzp, kpUfthfdp, 
 khe;jpaj;ij kWf;Ffpd;Nwhd;.  
 
- Nghfh; epfz;L 1700 
                gf;fk; vz; - 288 
fhZk; ,lq;fs; : 
 ,J nfhbtifiar; Nrh;e;jJ. ,/;J ,e;jpahtpy; kj;jpa, fPo;, ,kaj; 
njhlh;r;rpapy; ,Ue;J ,yq;if, rpq;fg;G+h; tiuapYs;s kiy ehLfspy; 
gapuhfpwJ. ,jd; gok; ey;y kzj;Jld; RitahapUf;Fk;. 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : gok; , tpij 
 ,e;j Ma;Tf;F tpij gad; gLj;jg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
 
Organoleptic Characters 
Rit - ifg;G 
jd;ik - ntg;gk; 
gphpT - fhh;g;G 
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nra;if: 
¾ GOf;nfhy;yp 
¾ mfl;L tha; mfw;wp 
¾ grpj;jP J}z;b 
¾ ntg;g Kz;lhf;fp 
     - Fzghlk; - %ypif tFg;G 
 Mrphpah; - C.S. KUNfr Kjypahh; 
      Mwhk; gjpg;G - 2002 
      gf;fk; vz; - 806 
¾ tpajhNgjfhhp 
¾ cw;rhf fhhp 
¾ cjuthj cgfhhp 
¾ kyfhhp 
¾ fpUkp ehrpdp, 
¾ ehrpePh; tph;j;jpdp. 
- gjhh;j;j Fztpsf;fk; 
  gf;fk; vz; - 640 
  Mrphpah; fz;Zrhkp gps;is 
  gjpg;G - 1998 
nghJf; Fzk;: 
     “ghz;L Fl;lq; Fd;kk; gUe;J}y Neha; thje;  
jPz;L jphptplQ; rpue; Jz;l - ePz;lkb  
Neha; tpsq;ff; fhl;lhj Ez;fpUkp ahrdg;Gz;  
tha;tpsq;fhq; fhl;ltpLkhy;”. 
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 tha;tpsq;fj;jhy; ghz;L, Fl;lk; , Fd;kk; , mjpJ}yk; , thA, rh;g;g 
tpl jhtu tplq;fs; , rpuR, ehrp, tapW ,itfspy; ,g;gpzpAsJ vd;W 
mwpjw;F mhpa rd;df;fpUkp, gfe;juk; ,it Nghk;. 
- mfj;jpah; Fzthflk; 
“ tha; tplq;fj;jpd; jd;ik, jpf;jk; tpsk;gpLWfLNt jP\;zk; 
 klq;fyp yFNt U\k; tsU\;zq; fUtpghfe; 
 njhlq;fpa thjj;NjhL njhy;fpUkp tp\K kw;iw 
 nahLq;fpLq; fgK nkd;Nw Aiuj;jdh; kUj;JWNyhh;” 
,jd; nghUs;: 
 tha; tplq;fk; - fL, jpf;j RitfisAk; , c\;z tPhpaj;ijAk; , 
jP\;z, U\, yF Fzq;fisAk; , fLtp ghfj;ijAk; nfhz;lJ thjk; , 
fpUkp, tp\k; , fgk; Kjypatw;iwf; fz;bf;Fk;. 
“kw;Wkt; tplq;fw; jhD kUtpa tUrpke;j  
Kw;wpK Kju Nuhf KW R+iy ghz;L F\;lQ;  
nrw;wpD gTj;uq; Fd;kQ; rpunkhL ehrpNehA  
Kw;wpa J}ykhwp KLF NehahTe; jPh;f;Fk; (13)” 
,jd; nghUs;: 
 gpd;Dk; ,t; tha;tplq;fk; mUrp, ke;jk; , cjuNuhfk; , R+iy, ghz;L, 
F\;lk; , gTj;jpuk; Fd;kk; , rpuNuhfk; , ehrpNuhfk; , ];J}yk, Mfpa 
gpzpfisAk; Nghf;Fk;. 
      mfj;jpah; itj;jpa uj;dr; RUf;fk; 
gjpg;G Mrphpah; - S.P. uhkr;re;jpud; 
gjpg;G Mz;L - Mf];L 1994 
      gf;fk; vz; - 266 
tof;F: 
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tha;tpsq;fj;ijg; nghb nra;J 4-16 fpuhk; vil Njdpy; Fioj;J, xU 
ehisf;F 2-3 Kiw nfhLj;J, mLj;j ehs; rpw;whkzf;F vz;nza; nfhLf;f 
tapw;Wg; GOf;fs; nrj;J ntspg;gLk;. 
nghbapy; 2-4 fpuhk; vLj;J ghypy; fyf;fpr; rpWth;fl;Ff; nfhLf;f tapw;Wg; 
nghUky; nrhpahikahy; fhDk; tapw;W typ ePq;Fk;. 
         “thjFU thAlk;G thj kWj; jg;gbNa 
NtijANyh fq;fspNy Ntz;bdhw;-ghj 
tpuj Kjw; ifahl nyd;whypirAk; 
th;did eP kdj;jpy; it”. 
      - (Njud; - ntz;gh) 
tha; tplq;fk; tspf; Fw;wj;ijj; jd;dpiyg; gLj;Jtjd;wpAk; ,urk; , tq;fk; , 
Kjypa cNyhfq;fisAk; fl;Lk;. 
¾ tpijia ed;wha; miuj;J ntz;nzapy; Fog;gpj; jiyf;Fg; gw;wpl 
jiytyp ePq;Fk;. 
¾ Njs; nfhl;lYf;Fk; , Gil Kjypa Neha;fSf;Fk; tpijia miuj;Jg; 
G+ryhk;. 
¾ GOf;fisg; Nghf;Fk; mNef kUe;J Kiwfspy; ,J NrUk;. 
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tha;tplq;fk; NrUk; glh;jhkiuf;Fhpa gpw kUe;Jfs;: 
1. glh;jhkiuf;Fg; G+r;R: 
      “jfiutha; tpsq;fk; ney;ypg; gUg;G nghb 
   Ntypa kQ;r Sq;fLf;fha; 
  kfOQ; nrq; fO ePhpd; Nfhl;lKld; 
   fhh;Nghf thprp cl 
  jpfo; nrO kyh;f; nfhd;iw Gq;fk; tpij 
   gj;JQ; rkd; Nrh;j;Jf; nfhz;L 
  tifahtp dPujdp yiuj;Je; ed;wha; 
   Fog;gpaij itj;Jf; nfhs;Ns 
  nfhz;L Nky; glUe; jhkiuiar; nrh 
   wpe;J eP Fz kUe;ij 
  nkhz;L ifahw; G+hp gj;J ehopkl; 
   bUe;J Nky; Fspj;Jf; nfhz;L 
  fz;bjkha; ehyQ;R ehl;ltpf; 
   FspeP Aq; fzf;fjhf 
  kz;bank ypd; glh;jhkiu Ajph;e;J 
   Njfk; ey;y tsjhNk”. 
       ruNge;jpuh; itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
       fug;ghd; Nuhf rprpr;ir 
       Mrphpah; - Dr.S. ntq;fl;uh[d; 
       gjpg;G - 1887 
       gf;fk; - 283. ghly;-80,81 
 
 
2. gwq;fpg;gl;il R+uzk; -  
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     mfj;jpah; ,uz;lhapuk; 
     Mrphpah; - Dr.S. ntq;fl;uh[d; L.I.M 
     Ie;jhk; gjpg;G - Vg;uy; 1998 
     gf;fk; vz; - 494 
3. fz;lq;fhyp Nyfpak; - 
mfj;jpah; ,uz;lhapuk; 
gjpg;G Mrphpah; - Dr. S. ntq;fl;uh[d; 
Ie;jhk; gjpg;G - Vg;uy; 1998 
     gf;fk; vz; - 206 
4. fe;jf vz;nza; - gil, nrhwp, rpuq;F Mwhj tpuzk; jPUk; 
fz;Z rhkp guk;giu itj;jpak; 
Mrphpah; .rp. fz;Zrhkpgps;is mth;fs; 
gjpg;G – 1991, gf;fk; vz; - 268 
5. uh[ rpe;jhkzp vz;nza; - fpue;jp, Cwy;gil nfhWf;F, miuahg;G jPUk; 
      - fz;Z rhkp guk;giu itj;jpak; 
           gf;fk; vz; - 268 
6. F\;l Neha;f;F Gq;fk; nea;  - gf;fk; - 169 
7. F\;lj;jpw;F jfiu Nykk; ,     - ruNge;jpu itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
 F\;lNuhf rpfpr;ir 
           Mrphpah; - Dr.S. ntq;fl;uh[d; 
       gjpg;G   - 1887 
8. ee;jpik - rpj;j itj;jpaj; jpul;L, gf;fk; vz; - 183 
 
tha;tplq;fk; NrUk; gpw kUe;Jfs;  
fz;Zrhkp guk;giu itj;jpa E}ypy; 
1. R+iyf;F fpahok;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 71 
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2. jhsprgj;jphp R+uzk;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 105 
3. tha;tpsq;f R+uzk;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 115 
4. rpfhkzp R+uzk;    -  gf;fk; vz;  119 
5. khe;j R+uzk;    - gf;fk; vz; - 120 
6. cUj;jpuh\hjpf; Fspif  -  gf;fk; vz; - 145 
7. fz;lhj;jphp Nyfpak;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 167 
8. jpg;gpyp Nyfpak;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 169 
Mrphpah;: rp.fz;Zrhkp gps;is 
gjpg;G – 1991 
mDgt itj;jpa Njt ufrpak; E}ypy; 
1. mkpUjh uzt urk;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 476 
2. fz;lfhhP fpUjk;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 484 
3. jhsprhjp R+uzk;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 487 
4. J}Jtis fpUjk;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 489 
5. Nfh%j;jpu ghdk;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 560 
6. thj Fd;kj;jpw;F tplq;f fw;fk;-  gf;fk; vz; - 547 
7. ghpzhk R+iy jhu kz;Luk;  -  gf;fk; vz; - 541 
8. fpUkpf;F rpfpr;ir   -  gf;fk; vz; - 290 
9. ngUq;fha rpfpr;ir   -  gf;fk; vz; - 293 
10.  jpg;gpypahjp ,urhadk;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 358 
11.  tplq;fhjp R+uzk;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 589 
 
 
12.  rQ;rPtzp Fbfq;fs;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 589 
13.  kfh nrsghf;a Rz;b Nyfpak;  -  gf;fk; vz; - 379 
mDgt itj;jpa Njt ufrpak; 
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Mrphpah; - Dr. K. uhjhfpU\;zd; 
L.I.M 
gjpg;G - 1991. 
 
mfj;jpah; ml;ltiz thflk; E}ypy; 
1. rak; jPu fz;lq;fj;jphpr; R+uzk;  -  gf;fk; vz; - 77 
2. ,Q;rpr; R+uzk;         -  gf;fk; vz; - 93 
3. %yk; jPu vz;nza;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 253 
4. ehAUtp nea;     -  gf;fk; vz; - 276 
5. ty;yhjp Nyfpak;     -  gf;fk; vz; - 298 
6. nrsghf;a Rz;b Nyfpak;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 300 
  Mrphpah; - Dr. r. muq;fuhrd; B.I.M 
          Kjy; gjpg;G - 1991 
%ypif kh;kk; E}ypy; 
1. ePh;g; gPerj;jpw;F ijyk;      - gf;fk; vz; - 124 
2. gPerk; kz;ilapb rpNuh ghuj;jpw;Fj; ijyk;  - gf;fk; vz; - 128 
3. gpj;j gPerj;jpw;F erpak;      - gf;fk; vz; - 129 
        Mrphpah;- rpWkzT+h; KDrhkp Kjypahh;  
gjpg;G - 1991 
4. gQ;rh\u %yp vz;nza; - tPukhKdpth; thfljpul;L- gf;fk; vz; - 211 
 
rpj;j itj;jpaj; jpul;L E}ypy; 
1. ,ur fe;jp nkOF   -  gf;fk; vz; - 174 
2. ee;jpik     -  gf;fk; vz; - 183 
3. jhsprhjp R+uzk;   -  gf;fk; vz; - 225 
4. fe;jf ,urhadk;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 235 
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5. fUld; fpoq;F vz;nza;  -  gf;fk; vz; - 269 
6. nehr;rpj; ijyk;    -  gf;fk; vz; - 279 
     Mrphpah; - kU. f. eh. Fg;Grhkp Kjypahh; 
             kU.f.R. cj;jkuhad; H.P.I.M 
 gjpg;G - gpg;uthp 1998 
ruNge;jpu itj;jpa Kiwfs; - eadNuhf rpfpr;ir E}ypy; 
1. ead tpahjpf;Fj; ijyk;  - gf;fk; vz; - 39 
2. ead tpahjpf;Fj; erpak;  - gf;fk; vz; - 180 
3. RNej;jpu khj;jpiu   - gf;fk; vz; - 220  
 Mrphpah; T.S. mkpUjypq;fk; gps;is 
      &  
            Dr. S. ntq;fl;uh[d; 
      ehd;fhk; gjpg;G - Vg;uy; 1998 
kfh ty;yhjp ,sfk; -    Nghfh; itj;jpak; 700,  
      ghly; vz;:175-187 
         gf;fk; vz;: 254 
ghuj kUe;J nra;Kiwfs; 
tr;rputy;ypr; R+uzk; -    Njiuah; itj;jpak; 1000 
      gf;fk; vz; : 98 
 
epj;jpahde;jr; R+uzk; -    Njiuah; ePh;f;Fwp itj;jpak; 
         gf;fk; vz;:55,  
gjpg;G - [Pd; 2000 
jpg;gpyhjpr; R+uzk; -    mfj;jpah; itj;jpa fhtpak; 1500 
      gjpg;ghrphpah; - S.P. uhkre;jpud; 
        gf;fk; vz;:159,  
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gjpg;G: brk;gh; 1994 
Mj;jpuhjp ijyk; -    mfj;jpah; itj;jpa rpe;jhkzp, ,uz;lhk; ghjk; ,  
     gf;fk; vz; - 113 
Kjy; gjpg;G: 1996, 
Vyhjp ijyk; -     gf;fk; vz; - 110 
G+jpfh ijyk; -     gf;fk; vz; - 96 
 
jQ;ir itj;jpa uh[ rpe;jhkzp E}ypy; 
1. Rjh;rd R+uzk;     -  gf;fk; vz; - 45 
2. Ie;njz;nza; ijyk;  -  gf;fk; vz; - 127 
 
     Mrphpah; - =Nahf ehj MthNuuht; rhN`g; 
       gjpg;G  - 1940 
fz;Zf;Ff; fspk;G   -  itj;jpa fsQ;rpak; 
       Mrphpah; - Dr. Fg;Grhkp, 
  gjpg;G:1951 
ki`gjp R+uzk;    - jQ;ir itj;jpa uh[ rpe;jhkzp, Kjw;ghfk; 
       gf;fk; vz; - 144, gjpg;G - 1940 
tha;tpsq;f R+uzk;   - Neha; jPh;f;Fk; rpj;j kUe;Jfs; 
        Mrphpah;: Rg. rjhrptk; ,  
 gf;fk; vz;- 121 
gpdprk; jPu vz;nza;  - vz;nza; thflk; 
      Mrphpah;: muq;fuhrd; 
      ,uz;lhk; gjpg;G - [dthp 2000 
khe;j Fspif: 
      -  Nehapy;yh tho;T 
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        Mrphpah; : Kdprhkp Kjypahh; 
        gf;fk; vz; - 46 
nfshp rq;fur; R+uzk;: 
     -  itj;jpa uj;d rq;fpufk; 
       Mrphpah; - b.Mh;. kfhNjtgz;bjh; 
       gf;fk; vz; - 359 
  gjpg;G - etk;gh; 1994, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Preparation of the drug: 
 Vaividanga seeds were brought from raw drug store at Tirunelveli 
Town. 
 
Preparation of choornam: 
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 The seeds were cleaned and then it was powdered, seaved and 
stored in a dry clean container. Measures were taken to avoid absorption 
of moisture and infestation with insects and were checked then and there. 
The choornam prepared was administered within its life time of three 
months duration. 
 
Route of administration: 
 External application 
Usuage: 
 Vaividanga choornam was mixed with pure water and applied over 
the affected areas. 
 
 
 
 
BIO-CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF VAIVIDANGA CHOORNAM 
Preparation of the extract: 
 5gram of choornam was weighed accurately and placed in 250ml 
clean beaker. Then 50 ml distilled water was added and dissolved well. 
Then it is boiled well or about 10 minutes.  It was cooled and filtered in a 
100 ml volumetric flask and then it was made up to 100ml with distilled 
water. This fluid was taken for anlaysis. 
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S.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
1 TEST FOR CALCIUM: 
2ml of the above prepared 
extract is taken in a clean 
test tube. To this add 2 ml of 
4%Ammonium oxalate 
solution is added. 
No white precipitate 
is formed. 
Absence of 
calcium 
2 TEST FOR SULPHATE: 
2 ml of the extract is added 
to 5% barium chloride 
solution  
A white precipitate 
is formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
sulphate 
3 TEST FOR CHLORIDE: 
The extract is treated with 
silver nitrate solution 
No white precipitate 
is formed 
Absence of 
chloride 
4 TEST FOR CARBONATE: 
The substance is treated with 
concentrated HCL. 
No brisk 
effervescence is 
formed  
Absence of 
carbonate 
 
5 TEST FOR STARCH: 
The extract is added with 
weak iodine solution. 
No blue colour is 
formed 
Absence of 
starch 
6 TEST OF IRON: 
FERRIC: The extract is 
treated with glacial acid and 
No blue colour is 
formed  
Absence of 
Ferric Iron 
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potassium Ferro cyanide 
7 TEST FOR IRON: 
RERROUS: The extract is 
treated with concentrated 
Nitric acid and ammonium 
thio cynate. 
Blood red colour is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
ferrous Iron. 
8 TEST FOR PHOSPHATE: 
The extract is treated with 
ammonium Molybdate and 
concentrated nitric acid. 
No yellow 
precipitate is 
formed 
Absence of 
phosphate 
9 TEST FOR ALBUMIN: 
The extract is treated with 
Esbach’s reagent 
No yellow 
precipitate is 
formed 
Absence of 
Albumin 
10 TEST FOR TANNIC ACID: 
The extract is treated with 
Ferric chloride 
No blue black 
precipitate is 
formed 
Absence of 
Tannic acid 
11 TEST FOR  
UNSATURATION: 
Potassium permanganate 
solution is added to the 
extract 
It gets decolorized  Indicates the 
presence of 
unsaturated 
compound 
12 TEST FOR REDUCING 
SUGAR: 
Colour change 
occurs 
Indicates the 
presence of 
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5 ml of Benedict’s qualitative 
solution is taken in a test 
tube and allowed to boil for 2 
mts and added 8-10 drops of 
the extract and again boil it 
for 2mts. 
reducing 
sugar 
13 TEST FOR AMINO ACID: 
One or two drops of the 
extract is placed on a filter 
paper and dried it well. After 
drying 1% Ninhydrin is 
sprayed over the same and 
dried it well. 
Violet colour is 
formed 
 
 
 
 
 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Amino acid. 
 
 
 
MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDY 
 
Anti-fungal studies: 
 The anti-fungal activity of vaividanga choornam was studied in the 
department of microbiology, Tirunelveli medical college and hospital, 
Tirunelveli 
Aim: 
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 To evaluate the anti-fungal effect of vaividanga choornam by Agar-
dilution method and disc diffusion method. 
Anti microbial susceptibility test of epidermophyton species 
E.Floccosum 
Anti – microbial susceptibility tests for epidermophyton species 
E.Floccosum are performed to determine the concentration of an anti-
fungal agent necessary to inhibit or kill the organism bring tested. Anti-
fungal susceptibility testing is not well developed and is problematical 
because of the lack of standardization of variables affecting the test. There 
is general disagreement among investigation concerning specific methods, 
inoculum sizes, incubation conditions, end point determinations. These 
problems are further compounded by the extreme variability in growth rates 
of fungi. 
Despite the lack of standardization many investigations feel that anti 
microbial susceptibility tests for fungi are important particularly to defect the 
development of resistance among organisms. 
Anti-fungal antibiotics differ greatly from anti-bacterial antibiotics 
however, techniques used for susceptibility testing of both are similar. 
The drug vaividanga choornam were analysed for anti-fungal activity 
by disc diffusion and agar dilution methods. 
They were tested against epidermophyton species E. Floccosum. 
Disc Preparation: 
¾ Disc ( 6 mm in diameter ) were cut from whatman No:1 filter paper. 
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¾ Discs were autoclaved for 30mts  
¾ Discs were dried in hot air oven. 
¾ Discs of various strength 500 µg, 1000 µg, 2000 µg were prepared. 
¾ Discs were dried in incubator, stored at 40C in Sterile container.  
Inoculum Preparation: 
For filamentous fungi: 
¾ Checked for purity 
¾ Fungal growth was suspended in 3-4 ml of sterile saline.  
¾ Mixture was vertexed  and heavy particles are allowed to settle. 
¾ Homogenous suspension was adjusted to  ~ 0.5 Mc farland 
standard. 
Disc – diffusion method: 
¾ Sterile swab was dipped into the fungal suspension and excess was 
squeezed along the sides of the test tube. 
¾ Inoculated into the standard fungal medium. 
¾ Discs of various strength (500, 1000, 2000 µgm) were placed. 
¾ Incubated at 370C – 48 hours. 
¾ Observed for zone of inhibition. 
Agar-dilution method: 
¾ Three different concentrations 100µgm/ml, 800µgm/ml, 250 mg/ml 
were taken 
¾ Mixed with sabouraud’s dextrose, agar separately. 
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¾ Fungal suspension was inoculated into the 3 different concentration 
of sabouraud’s dextrose agar. 
¾ Incubated at 370C for 48 hours 
¾ Observed for any growth. 
 
Table 1 
Disc – Diffusion method: 
Anti – fungal 
Agent 
Organism 
Concentration of vaividanga 
choornam in µgms/ml. 
500 1000 2000 
Vaividanga 
choornam 
Epidermophyton 
floccusum  
Growth 
Present
 
Growth 
Present 
 
Growth 
Present
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 
Agar dilution method: 
Anti fungal agent Organism 
Concentration of 
vaividanga choornam in 
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µgm/ml 
100µgm 800µgm 250mg 
Vaividanga choornam Epidermophyton 
floccusum 
Growth 
Present 
Growth 
Present 
Growth
Present
 
Inference : 
 The drug Vaividanga choornam with potential antifungal activity 
according to siddha literature are not favourable in invitro study. 
 A cold extraction process with some other solvents involving 
dermotophyte belonging to other genera may confirm the anti-fungal 
activity of Vaividanga choornam. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 
Padarthamarai is common skin disease in clinical practice. In order 
to assess the efficacy of “Vaividanga choornam”. For fungal infection cases 
it was tried clinically in Gunapadam P.G.O.P of both sexes.  
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For all cases full clinical data were recorded and they were 
diagnosed on the basis of Siddha principles and also with modern 
methods. Routine investigations were made. 
Specific test such as skin scrapping for fungus culture was also 
done. 
The test drug Vaividanga Choornam was mixed with water and the 
paste was applied over the affected parts. It was done daily without fail for 
out patients. Finally the improvement was noted clinically by the reduction 
of signs and symptoms. 
Criteria for selection of Patients: 
 Clinically patients were selected for Padarthamarai having the 
cardinal symptoms namely. 
 Itching 
 Burning sensation 
 Centre clear with active border 
 Demarcation 
 Vesicles 
 Pustules 
 
Diet: 
 The patient were advised to avoid those foods which increasing 
itching like dry fish, fish, crab, prawn, tomato, brinjal, maize etc.. 
Advice: 
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 The patients were adviced to avoid unhygienic conditions, synthetic 
materials, cosmetics and to use siddha bath powder for bath instead of 
chemical bath soaps. 
Progress: 
 Periodically the patients were examined clinically. Itching was used 
as an important clinical sign in analyzing process. 
Observation: 
 In this study 35 patients were diagnosed as Padarthamarai and 
treated out of 35 patients the all age groups (17 to 75 yrs) of both sexes 
were studied. 
 
Table 1: 
               Age Distribution 
Sex 
Age in years 
11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 Total 
Male 1 4 2 9 1 1 2 20 
Female 2 3 2 5 3 - - 15 
Total 3 7 4 14 4 1 2 35 
 
 
Table 2: 
 
Sex Distribution 
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SI.No Sex 
No. of 
Cases 
% 
1 Male 20 56 
2 Female 15 44 
 
 Clinically Padarthamarai was diagnosed by its signs and symptoms. 
All the cases had hyper pigmented patches 65% itching and burning 
sensation 41%, 35% of patients has annular patches and among the 
patients 8% had vesicles, 5% had papules and 4% had pustules.  
Out of 35 patients 20 were male and 15 were female. Out of 35 
patients 29 patients showed complete relief of signs and symptoms. The 
treatment was given for about 30 days and clinical assessment was 
tabulated in tabular column. 
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Table 3 
       Shows clinical features before and after treatment  
 
SI.No 
Signs & 
Symptoms
No. of cases 
with signs & 
Symptoms 
No. of cases 
relieved from 
signs & 
symptoms 
Cured 
% 
1 Itching 35 29 82 
2 
Burning 
Sensation 
14 9 64 
3 
Annular 
Patches 
12 9 64 
4 
Hyper 
pigmented 
patches 
22 19 86 
5 Vesicles 4 3 83 
6 Papules 3 2 60 
7 Pustules 2 1 66 
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Table 4 
 
Shows the type of Padarmathamarai 
 
SI.No 
Type of 
Padarthamarai 
No. of 
Cases 
% 
1 Tinea barbae 3 9 
2 Tinea Capitis 2 6 
3 Tinea Carporis 13 38 
4 Tinea Cruris 9 26 
5 Tinea manuum 3 9 
6 Tinea Pedis 2 6 
7 Tinea Ungium 1 3 
8 Tinea Faciei 2 3 
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DISCUSSION 
 Padarmatharai is classified into the classification of 18 kuttams and 
named as Pundariga Kuttam in T.V. Sambasiva Pillai Dictionary and 
Sirappu Maruthuvam by  Dr.R. Thiagarajan. 
One of the reason for kuttam is mentioned in “Guru nadinool” as 
follows,  
  “fpUkpahy; te;j Njhlk; ngUf Tz;L 
Nfl;fyjpd; gphptpjidf; fpukkhf 
   ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
   ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
nrUkp tUk; gTj;jpuq;fs; fpUkpahNt 
Njfkjpy; Nrhiff; Fl;lq; fpUkpahNy 
-  FUehbE}y; 
So any medicine having the property of expelled the microorganism 
(Fungus) from the body may cure Padarthamarai. 
 According to siddha literature Vaividanga choornam  has 
Anthelmintic action (fpUkpf; nfhy;yp). So the drug Vaividanga Choornam 
may have the property of curing Padarthamarai. 
Even though the anti fungal susceptibility test for Vaividanga 
choornam has not given favorable result. We cannot come to a conclusion 
that vaividanga choornam is not effective in the treatment of 
Padarmatharai. Because other than ethanol extracts may give positive 
result. On the other hand a single species is able to cause more than one 
type of clinical manifestation. Conversely a single clinical form such as 
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tinea corporis may be caused by more than one dermatophyte. This 
concept leads us to a conclusion that this result only is not the 
representation for the anti fungal activity of Vaividanga Choornam. 
 In the clinical study out of 35 cases 29 were relieved from the 
symptoms and the symptoms were reduced in 6 cases. 
 The results ensures the therapeutic efficacy as told in siddha 
literatures.  
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SUMMARY 
 
¾ The drug vaividanga choornam (Embelia ribes) was selected for the 
study to establish the efficacy of anti fungal activity. 
¾ The botanical aspect was shown in order to identify the right drug 
and for their phyto chemical aspects . 
¾ The Gunapadam aspect revealed the therapeutic efficacy. 
¾ The bio-chemical analysis inferred that the drug contains sulphate, 
ferrous iron, unsaturated compound, reducing sugar, amino acid. 
¾ Anti microbial study showed that the drug may has anti fungal activity 
> 250 mg. 
¾ The clinical study indicated that the drug has got good response. 
(82%) 
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CONCLUSION 
It is concluded that the drug vaividanga choornam has significant 
activity in padarthamarai patients without causing any adverse reactions. 
This study ascertains the activity of this drug as told in the siddha texts.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the special features of Siddha system is the more usage of 
minerals. When we compare the siddha system with any other medicinal 
system, in the worldwide, the usage of mineral in the siddha system is a 
unique one. The siddhars like yugimuni, konganevar and Agathiyar had 
written best texts about mineral preparations especially alchemy. 
 “Nth;ghU jioghU kpQ;rpdf;fhy; 
  nky;y nky;y gw;g nre;J}uk; ghNu” 
As mentioned above the opinion of siddhar Theraiyar, if the 
treatment by herbs and their roots are not curing the disease as expected 
and hence we are using the minerals.  
On the above basis, ponnimilai is a taken for the study for the 
treatment of padarthamarai. (Dermatophytosis) 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVE 
 
“ Njf kpUe;jy;Nyh rp;j;njy;Nyh khlyhk; 
  Njf kpUe;jhf;fhw; Nruyhk; G+uzk; 
  Njf kpUe;jhf; fhw; nra nty;yhk; ghh;f;fyhk; 
  Njf kpUe;jhf; fhy Nruyh Kj;jpNa” 
- jpU%yh; 
As said by Thirumoolar the health of the body of man is important for 
all his activities. So it is our duty to keep our body clean and health. 
 The chances are more to spread for the disease like padarthamarai 
(Dermatophytosis) due to unhygienic conditions. It is prevalent among the 
poor and thickly populated areas. The medicine ponnimilai powder mixed 
with ghee application said in “Indian meteria medica”  Volume II, Page 
No: 66 by Dr. K. M. Nadkarni is selected due to lesser cost factor and 
easy preparation. 
 The author has selected this as his dissertation study and it is done 
in the following aspects. 
1. Mineral aspect 
2. Gunapadam aspect 
3. Biochemical analysis 
4. Microbiological study 
5. Clinical assessment 
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MINERAL ASPECT 
 
According to materia medica by Nadkarni Ponnimilai is otherwise 
known as Iron pyrites. The mineral aspect of iron pyrites is described in 
geology books as follows, 
  
Structure: 
                                      
             Structure of Pyrite   Projection of Pyrite Structure  
 
 Pyrite is cubic with cell edge a _ 5.42 A; fe atoms are at the corners 
and face centers of the cube and S atoms are arranged in ‘dumb-bell’ 
pairs. Centred at the mid-points of the cube edges and at the cube’s body 
center ( Fig.162). The four S-s joins’ are respectively parallel to four non-
intersecting body diagonal directions. Each iron atom is surrounded by six 
sulphur atoms at the corners of an octahedron (Fig. 163) and each sulphur 
atom is equidistant from three iron atoms which form a triangular planar 
group to one side of it. If the mid-points of sulphur pairs are considered, 
these are in the arrangement of cubic close packing and an fe atom lies in 
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each of the octahedral holes. Compared with many other sulphides the 
structure of pyrite is very densely packed. 
 
    - An introduction to the Rock-forming minerals 
      by 
    W.A. Deer FRS 
    R.A. HOWIE  
    J. ZUSMANN 
    First published 1966. 
Vernacular Names: 
 Tamil  :   nghd;dpkpis 
 Sans   :  Swarnamakshika 
    Makshikam 
    Tavamakshika 
 English :  Iron pyrites 
 Hindi  : Sonamukhi 
 Guj  :  Sonamukhina – gandha 
 
Iron pyrites is formed by a combination of iron with sulphur. It is met 
with in many parts of India and has been used in Hindu medicine from a 
very remote period. Iron pyrites ( fe S2) are brass-yellow in colour; but there 
are other pyrites like minerals which are silvery white – Cobaltite ( Co S2, 
Co-As2) 
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         Smaltite ( Co As2) 
         Lollingite ( fe As2 with S) 
         Leucopyrite (fe3 As4) 
Iron pyrites occur in two forms viz in dark-yellow nodules (or) 
granules with a golden metallic lustre ( brass-yellow colour) and in silvery 
radiated crystals. The former, a native of kanauj is called Swarnamakshika 
and the later Taramakshika is associated with stones and is of inferior 
quality. Chemically iron pyrites consist of bisulphide and iron. 
          -   Indian Materia Medica 
      Volume II 
      Page.No: 66 
      Dr. K. M. Nadkarni 
 
It is brittle, meaning it breaks (or) powders easily. Its metallic lustre 
and pale – to – normal brass-yellow hue have earned it the nick name 
Fool’s Gold, but ironically, small quantities of actual gold are sometimes 
found in pyrite. 
 
         www.wikipedia.org 
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CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
 
Minor contents of elements other than iron and sulphur have often 
been reported for pyrite but, very often these are present in impurities, for 
example, copper in chalcopyrite, Lead in galena, arsenic in arsenopyrite, 
and zinc in sphalerite. It is possible, however, that very small accounts of 
the above mentioned elements may be present in pyrite in solid solution. 
Pyrite can be prepared artificially in a variety of ways, for example by 
heating pyrrholite in air or H2S, or by heating sulphur and ferric oxide at 
2300C using glycerol as a solid medium. In most of the wet chemical 
methods of preparation (e.g. From sulphur and ferrous sulphide, H2S on 
Ferric sulphate or Ferric chloride) weakly acid, neutral or alkaline 
conditions favour the formations of pyrite, whereas in strongly acid 
conditions (and generally at lower temperatures) marcasite is formed. In 
the Fe-s system the equilibrium relation  
 
 Fe S2  Fe1-2 S + liquid 
Pyrite  Pyrrhotite 
- An introduction to the Rock-forming minerals 
     by 
     W.A. Deer FRS 
     R.A. HOWIE  
     J. ZUSMANN 
     First published 1966. 
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In commerce, ferrous sulphate is obtained by exposing big heaps of 
moist iron pyrites to air when slow oxidation takes place. 
2 fe S2 + 2H2O + 7O2 → 2 fe So4  + 2H2So4 
From the solution obtained crystals of ferrous sulphate are obtained 
as in the laboratory method 
- Text book of Inorganic 
chemistry 
By 
            P.L. SONI 
           Page. No: 3:210 
           20th Revised edition 
           Reprinted 1993 
 
OPTICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
The reflectivity of pyrite for white light is 54.5 percent; it is sometimes 
used as a standard for reflectivity measurements on other minerals. 
Although pyrite is cubic it almost invariably exhibits some anisotropy  
among the possible reasons for this are, arsenic or nickel impurity, a 
surface film of marcasite, variation in Fe:S ratio, and internal strain, but it 
has also been suggested that the anisotropy of pyrite is related to the low 
symmetry of its crystal structure.   
One crystal habit adopted by pyrite is the pentagonal dodecahedron 
(pyritohedron), but cubes and octahedra also commonly occur. Crystal 
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faces are sometimes straited due to the alternate development of two 
forms in one crystal, e.g. (100) and (210), with one predominating. The 
directions of striations on different faces betray the hemihedral symmetry of 
the crystal class even in the cube. Interpenetration twins sometimes occur 
with the shape of a cross, the ‘iron cross’ twin. Although well formed 
crystals are not uncommon, much pyrite occurs in massive aggregates, in 
radiating clusters and in reniform, globular, granular and stalactitic 
formations. 
 
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES 
 Pyrite is similar in appearance to chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and 
marcasite. It can be distinguished from chalcopyrite since the latter mineral 
has a deeper yellow colour in reflected light, and is softer, being scratched 
by a knife. Pyrrhotite is bronze rather than brass-coloured, is also 
scratched by a knife and is usually magnetic. Pyrite is insoluble in HCL 
whereas pyrrhotite is attacked. Pyrite and marcasite can usually be 
distinguished if polished surfaces are examined in polarized light since 
pyrite crystals appear to be isotropic or at most weakly birefringent. The 
two minerals may be distinguished by a simple chemical test in which finely 
powdered material is treated with concentrated cold nitric acid. When 
action ceases, a little heat is applied, for marcasite sulphur precipitates 
whereas for pyrite sulphur goes into solution as sulphuric acid. The result 
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of this test is not always conclusive, and the most reliable method for 
distinguishing pyrite from marcasite is by their Xray diffraction patterns. 
PARAGENESIS 
Pyrite is the most abundant of the sulphide minerals and its 
occurrence is widespread. It occurs in large masses or veins of hydro 
thermal origin, both as a primary and as a secondary mineral in igneous 
and in sedimentary ( principally argillaceous and  carbonaceous ) rocks. 
Many metamorphosed sediments (e.g. black graphitic slates) contain 
pyrite. Large masses of pyrites are found in contact metamorphic ore 
deposits; in these and in other occurances it is often associated with 
suplhides of copper and of other metals, some of copper and of other 
metals, some of which have been formed by replacement of pyrite. Pyrite is 
also formed as a skarn mineral, as a volcanic sublimate, and as a minor 
constituent of some salt deposits.   
- An introduction to the rock forming minerals. 
 By 
W.A. Deer FRS. 
R.A. HOWIE & J. ZUSSMAN 
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IDENTIFICATION OF IRON PYRITES: 
 
Category Mineral 
Chemical formula Iron disulphide ( feS2) 
Colour Pale, dull gold 
Crystal habit Cubic, faces may be striated but also 
pyritohedron. Often inter-grown, massive, 
radiated granular, globular and stalactitic. 
Melting point 1,777 – 1, 1880C 
Cleavage Poor 
Mohs scale hardness  6 – 6.5 
Luster Metallic, glistening 
Streak Greenish - Black to brownish – black 
Specific gravity  4.95 – 5.10 
Solubility  Insoluble in water 
Magnetism  Paramagnetic 
      
www.wikipedia.org  
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OCCURRENCES 
 Pyrite, Sulphide of Iron, is a mineral of very wide distribution in many 
formations from the oldest crystalline rocks to the youngest sediments. The 
economic value of pyrite lies in its being a source of sulphur and not as an 
ore of iron because the high proportion of sulphur in it is injurious to the 
iron. The occurrences of any considerable scale deposits lately at Amjor, 
Bihar’ in chitaldurg district of Karnataka and the pyritous coal and shale of 
the Assam coal fields. Recoverable reserves of pyrites have been 
estimated from the districts of kurnool ( Andrapradesh), Sikar ( Rajesthan) 
and north Arcot ( Tamil Nadu). The reserves, respectively are 0.704, 34.35 
and 0.019 million tones of these, the kurnool deposits are beneficiable, 
Sikar are of low grade and north arcot deposit is of the grade of soil 
reclamation. Occurrences of pyrites have also been reported from the 
following state. 
 
Himachal Pradesh: 
 At Taradevi to the south of shimla, several lenticular veins of pyrites 
occur in states of Boilecuganj stage of the Jutogh series. In one area, the 
mineralized zone varies from 60 cm to 1.5 m in thickness. The occurrence 
is over on L shaped area with an estimated reserve of about 23,000 
tonnes. Pyrite deposits have also been reported near Rampur, Urni and 
Bushoher. 
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Tamil Nadu: 
 There are several insignificant occurrences of pyrite (iron sulphide) in 
Salem, Coimbatore and Tirunelveli districts. A fairly large deposit at 
Thaniar in North Arcot district is being investigated. 
- Minerals of India 
Maher D.N. Wadia 
First Edition  - 1966.   
Medicinal uses: 
 Thoroughly mixing it with’s wag’s fat, it forms an useful application in 
fissure lips, the anus, nipples etc, its use is found with some success in 
cases of Leucorrhoea, and gleet. As it is an astringent, sedative and 
alternative it is often found to be of great service in scabbies, wounds and 
injuries and in other chronic cutaneous affections. 
T.V. Sambasivam Pillai – 
Dictionary 
Volume IV 
Page No: 2984 
An ointment made of Iron pyrites mixed with butter (or) ghee is useful 
application in pityriasis, syphilitic sores and ulcers. 
The Indian materia medica 
Volume: II, 
By.Dr. K.M. Nadkarni, 
Page.No: 66 
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GUNA PADAM ASPECT 
nghd;epkpis 
,J Xh; tifj; jhJ. jkpo; itj;jpa E}ypy; ,ij xU cgurr; 
ruf;fkhf vLf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. ,J ,e;jpahtpy; mG+h;tkhapUe;jhYk; 
,q;fpyhe;J, M];jphpah, n[h;kdp, mnkhpf;fh rpy ghfq;fspy; tpNr\khf 
mfg;gLk;. ,J fe;jfk; ,Uf;Fk; ,lq;fspy; ,Ue;Jjhd; ntl;b vLf;fg;gLk;. 
,J Rj;j cNyhfkhfNt mfg;gLk;. ,f;fyg;G kQ;rs; my;yJ ntsph; 
rptg;G epwkhAk;, thrid Urpapy;yhjjhAk; ,Uf;Fk;. ,J cUff; $baJk;. 
jPg;gw;wp vhpaf; $baJkhd t];J. vhpAk; NghJ Ra ePyepwkhff; fhzg;gLk;. 
,j;Jld; rhk;gYg;Gr; rj;Jr; Nrh;j;J cUf;fpg;gpwF mjpdpd;W cg;igAk; , 
ntbAg;igAk; gphpj;njLf;f Rakhd epkpis cz;lhFk;.  
      - T.V. Sambasivam pillai Dictionary 
          Volume IV 
           Page.No: 2984 
 
epkpisj;Njhw;wk; 
“ jhdhd Njtpiaj; jhd; rptdhh; ghh;j;Jr; 
rhw;wpdhh; jhk; epkpisajd; Njhw;we; jd;id 
ehdhd rptd;jhah hpuz;L NgUk; 
ehl;lKw;W tpisahlg; Nghd NghJ 
khdhd khd;w rPdf; fiuapy; jhDk; 
kz;nzLj;J cUl;bNa jhd; kLtpy;Nghl 
ghdhd kLtpy; Tw;gj;jpahr;R 
ghq;fhd epd;kykhk; epkpisjhNd (300) 
 
epkpisj;jhd; re;jpugpufhrk; Nghd;W 
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 epiyapy;yh kLtpdpNy gpwe;jjhFk; 
epkpisjhd; Njthjp Njtnuy;yhk; 
jpuz;LNk jhd; mKjj;ijg; ghdk; gz;z 
tkisjhNd thapdpd;W tkph;j tpe;J 
tOtpNa jhd; ehd;F tif epkpisahr;R 
epkpisjhd; ehd;F tif epkpisahr;R 
ey;gr;ir, rptg;G, nts;is kQ;rs;jhNd (301)’ 
 
,jd; nghUs;: 
 
 rptd; , rf;jp ,UtUk; tpisahbf; nfhz;bUf;Fk; NghJ kz;iz 
cUl;b gs;sj;jpy; Nghl mJ epkpisahdJ vd;Wk; , ,J re;jpuidg; 
Nghd;W gpufhrkhdJ vd;Wk; , kLtpy; gpwe;jJ vd;Wk; gpd; NjthjpNjth;fs; 
vy;yhUk; mKjk; cz;Zk; NghJ thapdpd;W tpOe;j mKjkhdJ ehd;F 
tif epkpisahf khwpaJ vd;Wk; mitfs; gr;ir, rptg;G, nts;is, 
kQ;rs; epwkhfpaJ vd;Wk; nrhy;yg;gLfpwJ.  
- Nghfh; 7000 
gf;fk; vz; 80 
gjpg;ghrphpah;-S.P.uhkr;re;jpud; 
gjpg;G - Mf];L 1992 
 
nghd; epkpis yl;rzk;: 
Rth;zkhl;rpfk; mjhtJ nghd;khl;rpfk; fd;dpahFkhp gpuNjrj;jpy; 
mfg;gLk;. mJ gj;Jkhw;Wg; nghd;idg;Nghy gpufhrpj;Jf; nfhz;L Kiy 
thl;lkpy;yhky; ,Uf;Fk;. nusg;gpa khl;rpfk; my;yJ jhukhl;rpfk; mjhtJ 
nts;spepkpis Fd;kkhAk; , NfhzyhAk; , jl;lahAk; , NtW Njrq;fspd; 
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mfg;gLk; gbahdjhAk; Ie;J khw;Wg; nghd;idg; Nghy gpufhrkhAk; 
gh\hzKilajhfTk; , Rty;g Fzj;ijf; nfhLf;Fk; gbahd jhapUf;Fk;.  
 
      - mDNghf itj;jpa gpuk;kufrpak; 
        ,uz;lhk; ghfk; 
        gjpg;ghrphpah; - S.P. uhkr;re;jpud; 
        gf;fk; - 175 
NtW ngah;: 
¾ nghd; gpwe;j nfw;gj;jpy; cw;gj;jp 
¾ rj;jpehjk;  
¾ fd;dpAlkhjePh;  
¾ khl;rpfk;  
¾ nghd;dpw Kjph;e;Njhd;  
¾ ntFfhkp 
¾ nghd;dpwrj;jp 
¾ rj;jpAl ehkk;. 
      - Nghfh; epfz;L ml;ltiz 
                         gf;fk; vz; -  
            gjpg;G – 1966 
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NtW ngah;: 
“nghd;dpkpisg; Ngh; jidNa Gfyf; NfS 
nghd;gpwe;j fw;gj;jp Yw;gj;jp ahNdhd; 
fd;dpahQ; re;jpAl ehjkhk; jhd; 
fUNtfq; fd;dp Alkhj ePuh 
kd;dpa Njhh; khl;rpfk; nghd;dpw Kjph;e;Njhd; 
khapAl ahjp kfh ehjkhFk; 
ed;dpa Njhh; ntFfhkp nghd;dp epwrj;jp 
ehk nky;yhk; epkpisf;F ehYkhNk. (56) 
ehshf epkpisAl Ngiuf; NfS 
  eyq;fpa Njhh; Kjy; jue;jhd; urpj nkd;w epkpis 
Nkyhf fQ;r nkd;w epkpisNahL 
tpsq;fpaNjhh; Nyhfnkd;w epkpisjhNd 
khyh nkd;w epkpis NahLk; 
kUtpa Njhh; rilr;rp nad;WQ; rj;jpnad;Wk; NguhQ; 
R+yhf rpw;ghpahk; nts;sr;rp fUg;gp 
R+l;rkha; ehjhe;jp Jwr;rpnad;Wk; NgNu (57)” 
 
,jd; nghUs;: 
¾ nghd; gpwe;j fUtpy; cUthtJ 
¾ rj;jpehjk; 
¾ khl;rpfk;  
¾ fd;dpAlkhjePh;  
 
 
¾ nghd;dpw Kjph;e;Njhd;  
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¾ ntFfhkp 
¾ nghd;Drj;jp 
¾ rj;jpAlehkk; 
          - Nghfh; epfz;L 
       gf;fk; vz; - 237 
gjpg;GMrphpah; -S.P. uhkr;re;jpud; 
Kjy; gjpg;G - Nk 1992 
tiffs;: 
 ,J ehd;F tifg;gLk;. 
1. nghd; epkpis 
2. nts;sp epkpis 
3. nrk;G epkpis 
4. <a epkpis 
,jpy; nghd;epkpisia ehd; Ma;Tf;fhf vLj;jpUf;fpNwd;. 
,itfs; nghd; , nts;sp, nrk;G, <ak; ,tw;iw cUf;Fk; NghJ 
NkNy my;yJ mbapy; fl;Lk; fspk;Gfs; vd;Wk; my;yJ Nkw;gb nghd; 
Kjypa cNyhfq;fSz;lhFk; fdpfspy; fl;Lk; fspk;Gfs; vd;Wk; nrhy;yg; 
gLfpd;wd. ,itfspd; Fzq;fs; ,itfspd; %yg; nghUs;fshfpa nghd; 
KJypa ehd;fpd; Fzq;fisNa tpNrlkhf xj;jpUf;Fk;.  
Rj;jp: 
 Thiof; fpoq;F ePhpy; epkpisia ,l;L vhpj;Jf fOtp vLf;f 
Rj;jpahFk;; 
    (NtW) 
 ,jidg; gRtpd; ghy; my;yJ Kiyg;ghypy; Cwitj;J vLf;fr; 
Rj;jpahFk;. 
Fzghlk; jhJ . [Pt tFg;G 
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gf;fk; vz; - 422 
Mrphpah; Mh;. jpahfuh[d; 
ehd;fhk; gjpg;G - 1992 
NtWKiw 
nghd; epkpis -  1 gq;F 
,e;Jg;G – 1 gq;F 
,t;tpuz;ilAk; ikg;Nghy nghbj;J rpwpa ,Uk;Gg; ghj;jpuj;jpy; 
Nghl;L ,UgJ gq;F tbfl;bd fhb jz;zPiu tpl;L mLg;gpd; kPNjw;wpr; rpW 
jPaha; vhpj;J ,Uk;Gr; rpw;wifg;ghy; Johtpf; nfhz;Nl ,Uf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
fhbahdJ Rz;b mjpYs;s epkpisahdJ ypq;fk; Nghy; rpte;J tpl;lhy; 
gjnkd ,wf;fp Mwpd gpd; vLj;Jf; nfhs;s Ntz;baJ. ,g;gbr; nra;tjhy; 
epkpisr; Rj;jpahFk;.  
 
       - mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk; 
        gf;fk; vz; - 150 
         Mrphpah; - `f;fPk; g. Kfk;kJ mg;Jy;yh rh`pg; 
    gjpg;G - ,uz;lhk; gjpg;G - 1975 
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 NtWKiw : 
“ntl;baNjhh; fhe;jj;jpy; rk;gPur; rhW 
ntF ehisf; fhbAld; Gspj;j Nkhhpy; 
nfhl;bLtha; %d;W jpdk; tw;w tw;w 
$l;lhj Jiwf; nfy;yhk; Nyhfj;NjhLk; 
ml;bypiy fha rpj;jp Nyhf rp;j;jp 
mg;gNd epkpis Rj;jp miwaf;NfS 
tl;bAW ehy;tifAk; nehWf;fpf; nfhz;L 
thioAl fpoq;F ePh; thq;F thq;Nf” 
 - mfj;jpah; itj;jpa fhtpak; 1500  
       gf;fk; vz; - 159 
   ghly; vz; - 112 
  gjpg;ghrphpah; - S.P. uhkr;re;jpud; 
  gjpg;G - Mf];L 2001 
epkpisr; rj;J %ypiffs;: 
1. tpy;tk; - Bael tree – ( Crataeva marmolos) 
2. Gspahiu – sour sorrel – (Oxalis Corniculata) 
- T. V. Samasivam pillai 
dictionary 
  Volume IV 
  Page.No – 2984 
Edition : 1931 
nra;if: 
¾ Jth;g;gp 
¾ cly; cukhf;fp 
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¾ jhJ ntg;gfw;wp 
¾ cly; Njw;wp 
nghJf; Fzk;: 
 “jhJit tsh;f;Fe; jdpg;gpj;jj; ijg;Nghf;F 
NkhJ re;jp ghjj;ij Nahl;Lq;fh – Nzhj  
nthU ehTwhNj Aah; nghd; Kjyh 
nkhU ehy; tif epkpisAk;” 
 
nkhopg;Giu: 
 nghd; , nts;sp, ntz;fyk; , nrk;G vd;fpw ehd;F tpj epkpisfSk; 
tpe;Jit tsh;f;Fk;. mjp gpj;jj;ijAk,; re;jpiaAk; ePf;Fk;. 
 ,jw;F mjpf twl;rpAz;nld;W $wg;gl;Ls;sJ. ,J Gz;fspy; tsUk; 
Jd; khkprj;ijf; fiug;NghL mitfspy; cz;lhFk; Fopfspy; 
ed;khkprj;ij tsh;j;J rPf;fpuj;jpy; Mw;Wk;. Nej;jpu Nuhfq;fs; 
midj;ijAk; Nghf;Fk;. 
- Fzghlk;. jhJ [Pt tFg;G 
gf;fk; vz; - 422 
  Mrphpah; Mh;. jpahfuh[d;  
  ehd;fhk; gjpg;G - 1992 
 
       “ epkpisapd; RitNa jpf;jk; epkph; fLkJukhFk;  
ckpo; Rl U\;z tPh;a Kah;ghfk; kJu nkd;g  
mikjphp Njh\ %yktph; Nrhig Aju NehAe;  
jkKW Nkfq; F\;le; jio fhrQ; Rthrk; ghz;L” . (174) 
,jd; nghUs;;;;: 
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 nghd;dpkpis fL, jpf;j, kJu RitfisAk; c\;z tPhpaj;ijAk; , 
kJu ghfj;ijAk; cilaJ. jphpNjh\k; , %yk; , Nrhig, cjuNuhfk; , 
Nkfk; F\;lk; , fhrk; , Rthrk; , ghz;L Kjypatw;iwg; Nghf;Fk;. 
        - gjhh;e;j gQ;r Fz kQ;rhp 
njhFg;ghrphpah; :  itj;jpa G+gjp S. fpU\;zhuht;  
gf;fk; vz; - 216 
    gjpg;G : Vg;uy; 1999 
“ %h;r;irNa kaf;fk; the;jp Kjph; tp\q; Fkl;lNyhL 
  Neh;r;rpapy; jpdT t];jp NuhfKk; ePf;Fnkd;g  
  Njh;r;rp Nrh; tpopf;F ed;ik jpfo;gyk; G\;bahAs; 
  Ch;r;rpjg; gLj;Jk; tPh;a KWNjR kptw;iw ehSk;”.  (173) 
 
,jd; nghUs;: 
 gpd;Dk; nghd;dpkpis %h;r;ir, kaf;fk; , the;jp, tp\k; , Fkl;ly; , 
jpdT, t];jpia gw;wpa Nuhfk; Kjypatw;iw ePf;fp Neuj;jpuq;fSf;F 
,jj;ijj; jUk;. gyk; , G\;b, MAs; tPh;ak; , fhe;jp Kjypatw;iw 
mjpfg;gLj;Jk; vd;f. 
 
“  kw;wpJ N`ke; jhu kh\pf nkd tpuz;lhk; 
  cw;wpij nghd; nts;spf; Nfhjpa gjpyhfr; Nrh;g;gh; 
  nrhw;w tpt; tpuz;bNdhL J}a ntz;fyKQ;r nrk;G 
  ngw;wplr; Nrh;j;J ehd;fha;g; NgRtjpy; E}y; khNjhh ;” (176) 
 
,jd; nghUs;: 
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 ,J N`kkh\pfk; , jhukh\pfk; vd ,U tifg;gLk;. ,it KiwNa 
nghd;Df;Fk; nts;spf;Fk; gjpy; ruf;Ffs; MFk;. ,t;tpuz;L epkpisfSld; 
ntz;fy epkpisiaAk;, nrk;G epkpisiaAk; $l;b epkpis 4 tifg;gLk; 
vd;gh; rpyh;. 
- gjhh;j;j gQ;r Fz kQ;rhp  
   gf;fk; vz; - 218 
gad;fs;: 
 ,ijf; Fd;kk; , R+iy, vhpT, Ngjp, fpufzp ,itfSf;F cs;Sf;Fk; 
, rUkNeha; Kiyf; fhk;G, cjL Mfpaitfspd; ntbg;G ,itfSf;F 
NkYf;Fk; cgNahfpf;fyhk;. 
 
- Fzghlk; jhJ. [Pt tFg;G 
   gf;fk; vz; - 422 
   Mrphpah; Mh;. jpahfuh[d;  
   ehd;fhk; gjpg;G - 1992 
 
,jidg; nghJthf Fd;kk; , tapw;Wtyp, neQ;nrhpT, 
vjph;f;fspg;gpdhy; njhz;il, tapW ,itfpspd; vhpr;ry; , tapW tpuzk; , 
fopr;ry; , mjPj rPjNgjp, fpuhzp, the;jp Kjypa Neha;fspy; cgNahfkhFk;. 
 
,jw;F Jth;g;G FzKs;sjhy; rUkj;jpy; jhf;fp nrhwprpuq;F, ,uzk; 
Kjypa Njhiyg; gw;wpa Neha;fisf; Fzg;gLj;Jk;. ,J Flypw;Fs; 
fiutjpy;iy. MfNt Ngjpia fl;l cgNahfkhFk;. ,jid fhf;fh typg;G 
Kjypa euk;G Neha;fSf;Fk; nfhLf;fyhk;. 
 
      - T.V. rhk;grptk; gps;is mfuhjp 
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       gf;fk; vz; - 2984 
tof;F 
1. ,ij ciuj;Jg; G+r cilahj fl;bfs; cilAk;. Njky; , gil 
KjypadTk; ePq;Fk;. 
2. ,jDld; Fq;Fkg; G+itAk; , mgpidAk; Nrh;j;jiuj;Jg; G+rf; 
fPy;thjk; FzkhFk;.  
- Fzghlk; jhJ [Pt tFg;G 
   gf;fk; vz; - 422 
   Mrphpah; Mh;. jpahfuh[d;  
   ehd;fhk; gjpg;G - 1992 
 
nghd; epkpisr; rj;J: 
 nghd;dpkpis   -  1 gyk; ( 35 fpuhk;) 
 Fd;wp kzpg; gUg;G  -  2 tuhfd; vil ( 7 fpuhk; ) 
 ntz;fhuk;    -  2 tuhfd; vil 
 Njd;     -  3 tuhfd; vil 
 vz;nza;    -  3 tuhfd; vil 
nra;Kiw: 
 NjidAk; , vz;nziaAk; fye;J jdpNa itj;Jf; nfhs;s Ntz;Lk; 
kw;w ruf;Ffisf; fy;tj;jpy; ,l;L nghbj;J Nkw;gb vz;nza; Njd; 
Nahfj;ijr; rpWf rpWf tpl;L miuf;f Ntz;Lk;. Njd; , vz;nza; Nahfk; 
vy;yhk; nrd;w gpd; mjid topj;Jr; Rl;l Fifapy; Nghl;Lr; rpy;ypl;Lr; 
rPiykz; tYthfr; nra;J nfhy; ciyapy; itj;J ,ul;ilj; JUj;jpahy; 
my;yJ rPikj; JUj;jpahy; FifaOf Cjp vLj;J Mw itj;J 
cilj;njLj;jhy; cs;Ns fWg;G tz;zkhd rj;J ,wq;fp ,Uf;Fk;. ,e;e 
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rj;ij vLj;J gw;gkhfTk; , nre;J}ukhfTk; nra;J cgNahfpf;f rpwe;j 
Fzj;ijj; jUk;.  
 
mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk; - ,uz;lhk; ghfk;   
gf;fk; vz; - 157 
Mrphpah; - `f;fPk; g. Kfk;kJ mg;Jy;yh rh`pg; 
    gjpg;G - ,uz;lhk; gjpg;G - 1975 
 
mgf;Ft epkpisahy; cz;lhFk; NfLfs;: 
 
 nghd;dpkpisahdJ epwkhfj; J}a;ik nra;ag; glhtpl;lhYk; mjd; 
gw;gk;, nre;J}uq;fs; rpukkhd Kiwg;gb nra;ag;glhtpl;lhYk; mt;tiffis 
cgNahfpg;gjdhy; , mf;fpdp ke;jk; , tYf;FiwT, neQ;R eLf;fk; , Nej;jpu 
Neha; , Fl;l Neha; , %is tpuzk; Mfpait cz;lhFk;. 
 
mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk; - ,uz;lhk; ghfk; 
gf;fk; vz; - 158 
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“gf;Ftg; glht Rj;j kh\pfg; gz;gpd; Ntiy 
 mf;fpdp ke;jq; F\;l kUq;fz;l khiy ahjp  
 cf;fpu tpop Neha; kw;iw AWtypf; FiwT ge;jk; 
 Gf;fpl cjtp nra;Ak; Gfy; \a Nuhfj;NjhL” (178) 
 
,jd; nghUs;: 
 Rhptu gf;Ftg; gLj;jhj mRj;j kh\pfj;jhy; mf;fpdp ke;jk; , F\;lk; 
, fz;lkhiy, tpopNeha; , gyf; FiwT, kyge;jk; , \ak; ,it cz;lhFk; 
vd;f. 
     gjhh;j;j gQ;r Fz kQ;rhp 
           gf;fk; vz; - 218 
                      njhFg;ghrphpah; - itj;jpa G+gjp S. fpU\;zhuht; 
     gjpg;G - Vg;uy; 1999 
 
nghd; epkpis NrUk; kUe;Jfs; 
1. nghd;dpkpisg; gw;gk; 
2. nghd;dpkpisr; nre;J}uk; 
- Fzghlk; jhJ [Pt tFg;G 
gf;fk; vz; - 423 
    Mrphpah; Mh;. jpahfuh[d;  
   ehd;fhk; gjpg;G – 1992 
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3. epkpisr;; Rz;zk; 
    - Nghf Kdpth; 7000 
gf;fk; vz; - 74 
gjpg;ghrphpah; - S.P. uhkr;re;jpud; 
gjpg;G - Mf];L 1992 
 
4. fw;G+uhjp mQ;rdk; 
- ruNge;jpuh; itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
ead Nuhf rpfpr;ir 
gf;fk; vz; - 116 
rpj;j itj;jpa jpul;L E}ypy; 
1. kfhuh[ kpUfhq;fk;    -  gf;fk; - 63 
kfh tre;j FRkhfuk;    - gf;fk; - 65 
ee;jpik      -  gf;fk; - 183 
     Mrphpah; - kU.f.eh.Fg;Grhkp Kjypahh; 
         kU.f.R. cj;jkuhad;    
          gjpg;G – 1998 
mfj;jpah; itj;jpa fhtpak; E}ypy; 
 
1. kNfhju Tz;il     ghly; vz; - 574 
       gf;fk; vz; 302 
2. ,uF ,uhk ghzk;   ghly; vz; 497 
   gf;fk; vz; 277 
3. nrhh;z fhe;j itutd;   ghly; vz; 162 
      gf;fk; vz; 175 
4. tpj;jpahju urk;    ghly; vz; - 144 
       gf;fk; vz; 179 
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   gjpg;ghrphpah; :  S.P. uhkr;re;jpud; 
      Mz;L : Mf];L  1996  
fdfr; nre;J}uk;     gf;fk; vz; - 144 
jd;te;jhp ,urk;     gf;fk; vz; - 140 
- jQ;ir itj;jpa uh[ rpe;jhkzp Kjy; ghfk; 
 Mrphpah;: =Nahfehj MthNuuht; rhN`g; 
 gjpg;G – 1940 
mf;fpdp Fkhud; 
- itj;jpa fsQ;rpak; 
      By 
Dr. Fg;Grhkp 
gjpg;G – 1951 
epkpisr; Rz;zk; 
- Nghf Kdpth; 7000-f;F R+];jpuk; 700 
gf;fk; vz; - 23 
gjpg;ghrphpah;- S.P. uhkr;re;jpud; 
,uz;lhk; gjpg;G - Mf];L 2000 
epkpisr; Rz;zk; 
          nfhq;fzth; eLf; fhz;lk; 500  
filf;fhz;lk; 500 
     gf;fk; vz; - 115 
     gjpg;G – [Piy 1998 
epkpisr; Rz;z tb: 
nfhq;fzth; thj fhtpak; 3000  
3 tJ fhz;lk; 
gjpg;G – [Pd; 1993 
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epkpisf; fl;L cUf;fpdk; 
itj;jpa fhtpak; 1000 
       by 
 jpU. %y ehadhh; 
 gf;fk; vz; - 24 
epkpisf; fsq;F 
- itj;jpa fhtpak; 1000 
jpU. %y ehadhh; 
gf;fk; vz; - 26 
fw;G+uhjp cUz;il    
- fz; kUj;Jtk; 
gjpg;ghrphpah;:Nt.,uh.khjtd; 
gjpg;G – 08-11-82 
epkpisr; nre;J}uk; NrUk; kUe;Jfs;: 
jQ;ir itj;jpa uh[ rpe;jhkzp E}ypy; ( ,uz;lhk; ghfk; ) 
1. rpe;jhkzp khj;jpiu    - gf;fk; vz;  107 
2. G+uz re;jpNuhjpa khj;jpiu   - gf;fk; vz; 109 
3. mh;j;j ehhPRtu khj;jpiu   - gf;fk; vz; 110 
 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Collection of the drug: 
 The test drug ponnimilai was procured from the raw drug store in 
Trichy market and was identified as per siddha literature. 
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Purification of the drug: 
The drug was dipped in the cow’s milk for one day. Next day washed 
the drug in water and dried in the sunshade. 
Preparation: 
 Ponnimalai was ground well in the kalvam and the powder was taken 
for study. 
 
Route of administration: 
 External application 
Usage: 
 Pon Nimilai powder was mixed with ghee and applied over the 
affected areas. 
The prepared pon nimilai powder was tested for  
1. Bio chemical analysis 
2. Microbiological study 
3. Clinical approach  
 
 
BIO-CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF PON NIMILAI 
Preparation of the extract: 
 5gram of choornam was weighed accurately and placed in 250ml 
clean beaker. Then 50 ml distilled water was added and dissolved well. 
Then it was boiled well or about 10 minutes.  It was cooled and filtered in a 
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100 ml volumetric flask and then it was made up to 100ml with distilled 
water. This fluid was taken for analysis. 
S.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
1 TEST FOR CALCIUM: 
2ml of the above prepared 
extract is taken in a clean test 
tube. To this add 2 ml of 
4%Ammonium oxalate solution 
is added. 
No white precipitate 
is formed. 
Absence of 
calcium 
2 TEST FOR SULPHATE: 
2 ml of the extract is added to 
5% barium chloride solution  
A white precipitate is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
sulphate 
3 TEST FOR CHLORIDE: 
The extract is treated with silver 
nitrate solution 
No white precipitate 
is formed 
Absence of 
chloride 
4 TEST FOR CARBONATE: 
The substance is treated with 
concentrated HCL. 
 
No brisk 
effervescence is 
formed  
Absence of 
carbonate 
 
5 TEST FOR STARCH: 
The extract is added with weak 
iodine solution. 
No blue colour is 
formed 
Absence of 
starch 
6 TEST OF IRON: 
FERRIC: The extract is treated 
No blue colour is 
formed  
Absence of 
Ferric Iron 
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with glacial acid and potassium 
Ferro cyanide 
7 TEST FOR IRON: 
RERROUS: The extract is 
treated with concentrated Nitric 
acid and ammonium thio 
cynate. 
Blood red colour is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
ferrous Iron. 
8 TEST FOR PHOSPHATE: 
The extract is treated with 
ammonium Molybdate and 
concentrated nitric acid. 
No yellow precipitate 
is formed 
Absence of 
phosphate 
9 TEST FOR ALBUMIN: 
The extract is treated with 
Esbach’s reagent 
No yellow precipitate 
is formed 
Absence of 
Albumin 
10 TEST FOR TANNIC ACID: 
The extract is treated with 
Ferric chloride 
No blue black 
precipitate is formed 
Absence of 
Tannic acid 
11 TEST FOR UNSATURATION: 
Potassium permanganate 
solution is added to the extract 
It gets decolorized  Indicates the 
presence of 
unsaturated 
compound 
12 TEST FOR REDUCING 
SUGAR: 
5 ml of Benedict’s qualitative 
solution is taken in a test tube 
and allowed to boil for 2 mts 
Colour change 
occurs 
Indicates the 
presence of 
reducing sugar 
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and added 8-10 drops of the 
extract and again boil it for 
2mts. 
13 TEST FOR AMINO ACID: 
One or two drops of the extract 
is placed on a filter paper and 
dried it well. After drying 1% 
Ninhydrin is sprayed over the 
same and dried it well. 
Violet colour is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Amino acid. 
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MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDY 
Anti-fungal study: 
 The anti-fungal activity of ponnimilai powder was studied in the 
department of microbiology, Tirunelveli medical college and hospital, 
Tirunelveli 
 
Aim: 
 To evaluate the anti-fungal effect of Ponnimilai powder  by Agar-
dilution and disc diffusion method. 
 
Anti microbial susceptibility test of Epidermophyton species 
E.Floccosum 
Anti – microbial susceptibility tests for Epidermophyton species 
E.Floccosum are performed to determine the concentration of an anti-
fungal agent necessary to inhibit or kill the organism bring tested. Anti-
fungal susceptibility testing is not well developed and is problematical 
because of the lack of standardization of variables affecting the test. There 
is general disagreement among investigation concerning specific methods, 
inoculum sizes, incubation conditions, end point determinations. These 
problems are further compounded by the extreme variability in growth rates 
of fungi. 
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Despite the lack of standardization many investigations feel that anti 
microbial susceptibility tests for fungi are important particularly to defect the 
development of resistance among organisms. 
Anti-fungal antibiotics differ greatly from anti-bacterial antibiotics 
however, techniques used for susceptibility testing of both are similar. 
The drug Ponnimilai were analysed for anti-fungal activity by disc 
diffusion and agar dilution methods. 
They were tested against Epidermophyton species E. Floccosum. 
Disc Preparation: 
¾ Disc ( 6 mm in diameter ) were cut from whatman No:1 filter paper. 
¾ Discs were autoclaved for 30mts  
¾ Discs were dried in hot air oven. 
¾ Discs of various strength 500 µg, 1000 µg, 2000 µg were prepared. 
¾ Discs were dried in incubator, stored at 40C in Sterile container.  
Inoculum Preparation: 
For filamentous fungi: 
¾ Checked for purity 
¾ Fungal growth was suspended in 3-4 ml of sterile saline.  
¾ Mixture was vertexed  and heavy particles are allowed to settle. 
¾ Homogenous suspension was adjusted to ~ 0.5 Mc farland standard. 
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Disc – diffusion method: 
¾ Sterile swab was dipped into the fungal suspension and excess was 
squeezed along the sides of the test tube. 
¾ Inoculated into the standard fungal medium. 
¾ Discs of various strength (500, 1000, 2000 µgm) were placed. 
¾ Incubated at 370C – 48 hours. 
¾ Observed for zone of inhibition. 
Agar-dilution method: 
¾ Three different concentrations 100µgm/ml, 800µgm/ml, 250 mg/ml 
were taken 
¾ Mixed with sabouraud’s dextrose, agar separately. 
¾ Fungal suspension was inoculated into the 3 different concentration 
of sabouraud’s dextrose agar. 
¾ Incubated at 370C for 48 hours 
¾ Observed for any growth. 
 
Disc – Diffusion method: 
Anti – fungal 
Agent 
Organism 
Concentration of Pon Nimilai 
in µgms/ml. 
500 1000 2000 
Pon Nimilai 
Epidermophyton 
floccusum 
Growth
Present
 
Growth 
Present 
 
Growth 
Present
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Agar dilution method: 
Anti fungal agent Organism 
Concentration of Pon Nimilai in 
µgm/ml 
100µgm 800µgm 250mg 
Pon Nimilai 
Epidermophyton 
fluccusum 
Growth 
Present
Growth 
Present 
minimized
growth 
Present
 
Inference: 
 The agar dilution method of antifungal study shows that the Pon 
nimilai is probably moderately in the management of dermatophytosis. A 
study of the anti-fungal susceptibility pattern of Pon Nimilai against 
dermatophytes belonging to other genera can confirm its anti-fungal 
activity. 
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CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 
 
Padarthamarai is common skin disease which is due to fungal 
infection met by day to day life in clinical experience. In order to assess the 
efficacy of Pon Nimilai powder, it is mixed with ghee for fungal infection 
cases it was tried clinically in Gunapadam P.G.O.P of both sexes.  
For all cases full clinical data were recorded and they were 
diagnosed on the basis of Siddha principles and also with modern 
methods. Routine investigations were made. 
Specific test such as skin scrapping for fungus culture was also 
done. 
The test drug Pon Nimilai mixed with ghee was applied over the 
affected parts. It was done daily without fail for out patients. Finally the 
improvement was noted clinically by the reduction of signs and symptoms. 
Criteria for selection of Patients: 
 Clinically patients were selected for Padarthamarai having the 
cardinal symptoms namely. 
 Itching 
 Burning sensation 
 Centre clear with active border 
 Demarcation 
 Vesicles 
 Pustules 
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Diet: 
 The patient were advised to avoid those foods which increasing 
itching like dry fish, fish, crab, prawns, tomato, brinjal, maize etc.. 
Advice: 
 The patients were advised to avoid unhygienic conditions, synthetic 
materials, cosmetics and to use siddha bath powder for bath instead of 
chemical bath soaps. 
Progress: 
 Periodically the patients were examined clinically. Itching was used 
as an important clinical sign in analyzing process. 
Observation: 
 In this study 36 patients were diagnosed as Padarthamarai and 
treated out of 36 patients the all age groups of both sexes were studied. 
 
Table 1: 
               Age Distribution 
Sex 
Age in years 
10-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 Total 
Male 4 7 6 5 2 1 25 
Female 2 3 2 1 2 1 11 
Total 6 10 8 6 4 2 36 
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Table 2: 
Sex Distribution 
SI.No Sex 
No. of 
Cases 
% 
1 Male 25 75 
2 Female 11 33 
 
 Clinically Padarthamarai was diagnosed by its signs and symptoms. 
All the cases had itching and hyper pigmentation 58% burning sensation 
42%, Annular patches 45%, vesicles 9%, papules 3%.  
Out of 36 patients 25 were male and 11 were female. Out of 36 
patients 20 showed complete relief of signs and symptoms. The treatment 
was given for about 30 days and clinical assessment were tabulated in 
tabular column. 
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Table 3 
       Shows clinical features before and after treatment  
SI.No 
Signs & 
Symptoms 
No. of cases 
with signs & 
Symptoms 
No. of cases 
relieved from 
signs & 
symptoms 
Cured 
% 
1 Itching 36 20 62 
2 
Burning 
Sensation 
20 12 36 
3 
Central 
Clearing and 
active border 
(Annular) 
16 9 27 
4 
Hyper 
pigmented 
patches 
22 16 48 
5 Vesicles 6 5 15 
6 Papules 3 2 67 
7 Pustules 3 2 47 
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Table 4 
Shows the type of Padarthamarai 
SI.No Type of Padarthamarai 
No. of 
Cases 
% 
1 Tinea barbae 3 9 
2 Tinea Capitis 3 9 
3 Tinea Carporis 13 36 
4 Tinea Cruris 7 20 
5 Tinea manuum 2 6 
6 Tineaq Pedis 5 14 
7 Tinea Ungium 1 3 
8 Tinea Faciei 1 3 
 
Results: 
 
Table 5: 
Show the results: 
SI.No Results 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1 
Signs & Symptoms 
relieved 
23 62 
2 
Signs & symptoms 
reduced 
13 38 
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DISCUSSION 
 Padarthamarai is classified according to the classification of 18 kuttams 
and named as Pundariga Kuttam in T.V. Sambasiva Pillai Dictionary and ‘Sirappu 
Maruthuvam’ by  Dr.R. Thiagarajan   
 One of the reason for kuttam is mentioned in yugi vaidya chintha mani as 
follows, 
  “tpsk;gNt kpFe;j cl;bde;jd; dhYk; 
 
   ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
   -------------------------- kpf;Fk; Fl;lk;” 
- A+fp itj;jpa rpe;jhkdp 800 
Ghly; 515 
 
So any medicine which reduces the excessive heat from the body 
may cure padarthamarai. The refrigerant action of ponnimilai which 
reduces the heat from body and astringent action may cure padarthamarai  
 In the clinical study, out of 36 cases symptoms were relieved in 20 
cases and reduced in 16 cases. 
 The results ensure the therapeutic efficacy and siddha basic 
concepts told in Siddha literatures.   
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SUMMARY 
¾ The drug Ponnimilai was selected for the study to establish the 
efficacy of anti fungal activity. 
¾ The mineral aspect was shown in order to establish the 
geological and chemical properties to support the siddha 
aspects.   
¾ The Gunapadam aspect revealed the therapeutic efficacy. 
¾ The bio-chemical analysis inferred that the drug contains 
ferrous iron, unsaturated compound, reducing sugar, amino 
acid. 
¾ Anti microbial study showed that the drug has moderate 
antifungal activity in 250 mg.   
¾ The clinical study indicated that the drug has moderate  
response. (62%) 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The drug ponnimilai has been moderate antifungal agent in the treatment 
of padarthamarai without any adverse symptoms. The  study ascertains the 
activity of this drug as described in Siddha literature.   
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